Dow AgroSciences Summer Internships

Students are invited to apply to our R&D Summer Intern Program at Dow AgroSciences. R&D internships are available in chemistry, biology, and computer science related disciplines, including, but not limited to, biochemistry, molecular biology, cell biology, microbiology, plant breeding, organic chemistry, analytical chemistry, physical chemistry, surface chemistry, engineering (chemical, biological, material, or optical) and informatics (bio and chem). Our laboratory-based Research and Development internships are located in Indianapolis, Indiana. This is a paid internship; salaries are determined by the student’s year in school. Eligible students will be pursuing a Bachelors or Master’s degree from a U.S. based college or university with proper U.S. work authorization, or the ability to obtain work authorization through their university.

Regretfully, the intern team does not have the resources to manage multiple on-line posting systems or participate in campus visits. We do believe that our program is one of the best. Interested students should apply by clicking on the appropriate links below this message.

Applications will be accepted until November 1, 2018 for the 2019 program.

Organic Chemistry  Analytical Chemistry  Biochemistry+Biotechnology  Computer Science and Technology

Engineering and Automation  Environmental Science  Material and Polymer Science  Plant Biology

R&D Summer Intern Program Team
http://www.dow-dupont.com/home/default.aspx
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